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ABSTRACT

This work provides algorithms for flight path guid-
ance and synchronous camera angles to observe a
target. The observation of the target is affected
by the environment, maximum aircraft performance,
and camera limits. Analytic expressions are derived
for trajectories required for constant line-of-sight ori-
entation relative to the aircraft. A guidance law
based on ‘good helmsman’ behavior is implemented.
An observer is used to estimate wind data, which is
used to orient the trajectories about the target. Re-
sults are demonstrated in simulated maneuvers with
exposure to variable wind and turbulence.

1. NOMENCLATURE

Symbols

a sensitivity parameter for ground track
convergence

c(·) cos(·)
d distance
g gravity constant
x position along x-axis
y position along y-axis
z position along z-axis
R Radius
s arclength position along desired path
s(·) sin(·)
Fb ‘body-fixed’ frame
Fs Serret-Frenet frame, see Fig(1)
t(·) tan(·)
V Velocity
Va Airspeed
Vc Groundspeed, inertial speed
Vw Windspeed (inertial)
xb,yb, zb body-fixed axes system
α Angle of attack
β Angle of side slip
ys Normal distance, course deviation,

or cross-track error
κ(s) Curvature of desired path at position s
κ Camera tilt-angle
λ Camera pan-angle
φ Bank angle
ρ Density

∗Assistant Professor, Department of Aeronautics and As-

tronautics, email: rysdyk@aa.washington.edu

χ Course
ψ Heading
ψp ‘Clock angle’ relative to target

(Bearing of aircraft from the target)
ζ Bearing angle of target from the aircraft

Subscripts

ac Aircraft center of gravity
b Body-fixed reference frame
c Inertial or Command
e Earth reference frame

(assumed as the ‘inertial frame’)
icpt Intercept
m Measured
tgt Target
w Wind

Superscripts

·̂ Normalized
·̃ Error relative to desired path
−→· Directed vector quantity

2. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work is to provide algorithms
for flight path guidance and synchronous camera an-
gles to observe a target [1]. The observations may be
affected by sunlight angles, maximum aircraft per-
formance, and camera limits; pan angle, tilt angle,
and zoom [2]. In this work trajectories are pro-
posed and a guidance law is designed that results in
constant line-of-sight orientation relative to the
aircraft. This terminology is not to be confused with
‘line-of-sight guidance’ algorithms [3] which refers to
a method to model ‘helmsman behavior’.

The UAV control problem typically involves: air-
speed, aerodynamic side-slip angle, turn rate, and
flight-path angle. With most conventional aircraft
these degrees of freedom are controlled with aero-
dynamic control surfaces (ailerons, elevator, and
rudder) about three body axes, and the propulsion
source (throttle). The aircraft under consideration
includes altitude and airspeed hold functions using
throttle and elevator, and automatic turn coordina-
tion using rudder. This leaves the ailerons to address
the course deviation problem. The ailerons control
the aircraft roll degree of freedom and hence the
bank angle. For design of the guidance element, the
aircraft bank-angle may be considered as the control
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variable. The bank angle in a steady state coordi-
nated turn is kinematically related to the heading
rate of turn. The course deviation problem con-
sists of stabilizing two degrees of freedom to zero:
course angle error, and cross track distance. Hence,
this provides the non-trivial design problem of con-
trolling motion of an under-actuated vehicle. This
control design problem is similar to that of marine
surface vessels, following position and heading, us-
ing only rudder deflection [4]. The typical approach
to such guidance problems is to reduce the 2D er-
ror space by coupling the commanded course to the
measured cross-track error. In this work we accom-
plish this by modelling the path following behavior
of a ‘good helmsman’ [5].

Providing accurate path-following (or trajectory-
tracking, which includes precision timing) are among
the key engineering challenges faced to obtain full
autonomy for an aerial vehicle [6]. Traditionally,
path-following or trajectory-tracking control sys-
tems consist of separate guidance, navigation, and
control structures. In this work the emphasis of
the development is with the guidance and control
elements. Ref. [7] provides relevant introductory ma-
terial. In this work the aircraft capabilities are taken
into account in design of the trajectories. The obser-
vation orbits require only slowly varying trajectories,
hence only static performance capabilities are con-
sidered. The idea of modelling ‘helmsman behavior’
can be advanced by guidance design that includes
consideration of maneuvering capabilities, and in-
tuitive switching between position convergence and
timing priority, as presented in [8, 9]. Similar ap-
proaches with more elaborate consideration of con-
vergence properties are presented in [10, 11]. These
approaches are amenable to feedback linearization
as well as backstepping methods. Due to the na-
ture of the observation orbits, in this work we rely
on convergence to pre-specified paths. In [12] an
‘approximate path following’ algorithm is presented,
based on a notion of convergence to within a ‘tube’
around the desired path, significantly reducing re-
liance on a-priori path information.

The path following structure will obtain a com-
mand from a path-planner (PP) algorithm [13],
which provides desired waypoints with splining of
straight lines and curves. The aim is to relieve the
PP of the computational burden of producing ‘feasi-
ble’ paths. Feasibility in this case pertains to aircraft
static performance constraints, possibly dependent
on operating conditions.

The Serret-Frenet formulation from differential
geometry represents a 3D path as smooth curves,
which allows for convenient definition of continuous

cross-track and course error. This formulation for
aircraft guidance applications has the advantage of
convenient parametrization of typical aircraft steady
state performance, helices flown at constant speed
and sideslip angle. This will also provide a con-
venient bases to address the effects of performance
limitations. The integration of a Serret-Frenet based
guidance law and a turn-coordination control in-
nerloop leads to automatic compensation for wind.
A straightforward bank-angle limit provides robust-
ness and a means to include a-priori performance
limits.

Results are demonstrated for a small UAV [14] by
means of simulation of flight and sensor dynamics
operating in an environmental model [15]. The em-
phasis in the path design is on relative position of
the target with respect to the aircraft. The empha-
sis in the design of the guidance laws is on smooth
convergence with the path parameters, using mini-
mal heuristics. Among the immediate further work
is extension of the ideas to 3D path following, and
detailed analytic assessment of stability and conver-
gence rate [16].

3. HELMSMAN BEHAVIOR BASED

GUIDANCE LAW

3.1. Path Following in the Horizontal Plane

The objective of this section is to express the vec-
tor of vehicle velocity relative to the desired (2D)
path in the horizontal plane, where the relative po-
sition is measured from the vehicle to the closest
point on the desired path, Fig(1). If we consider a

Fig. 1 The ‘Serret-Frenet’ frame for a 2D-path.
The Serret-Frenet frame provides a means to ride
along the 2D curve and illustrate its properties
(curvature).

frame along the desired path Fs, with xs the unit
vector in the direction of the desired inertial veloc-
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ity, i.e tangential to the path, and let ys be the unit
normal to the path. At any point along the desired
path, its curvature κ(s) is defined as κ(s) = 1/ρ(s)
where ρ(s) is the radius of the path at that point. If
the direction of the path is indicated as χs (which
is considered the desired ‘course’ when on the path)
then the path parameters are related to yaw-rate as

χ̇s(s) = κ(s)ṡ

and the Serret-Frenet formulas in 2D turn-
coordinated flight, result in the following transfor-
mation




1 − κys 0 0
0 1 0
κ 0 1







ṡ
ẏs
˙̃χ


 =




cχ̃ −sχ̃ 0
sχ̃ cχ̃ 0
0 0 1







ub
vb
χ̇


 (1)

where χ is the flown course, χs the trajectory direc-
tion, and the relative course is defined as

χ̃ ∆= χ− χs (2)

For coordinated level flight ub ≈ VC and vb = 0.
Transformation (1) is not usable when ys = 1

κ(s) =

ρ(s), i.e. when the vehicle is at the center of the
instantaneous circle.

3.2. Guidance Law Design; Helmsman Behavior

The above expressions allow formulation of a guid-
ance law that takes as input: inertial velocity, iner-
tial aircraft position, and desired path to target posi-
tion, and providing as output a commanded heading
rate (χ̇com). The aircraft bank-angle is the control
variable.

The guidance law objective is to converge χ̃ and
ys simultaneously to zero. This may be achieved
by coupling the commanded angle of convergence
and cross-distance, i.e. χ̃c(ys), Figure (2). According
to [5], the behavior of a ‘good helmsman’ follows an
intercept course χ̃c that varies with cross distance ys,
rather than using sideward velocity. This is similar
to an aircraft in coordinated flight, vb ≡ 0, while
considering bank angle as the control variable. The
helmsman behavior can be modelled as χ̃c = χc −
σ(ys). Where χc represent the commanded absolute
course, and σ(ys) is any function satisfying

ysσ(ys) > 0

σ(0) = 0

σ : ys → [−χ̃icpt, χ̃icpt]

Fig. 2 The behavior of a ‘good helmsman’ mod-
elled by the desired relative course χ̃d as function
of cross-distance ys in the form of a sigmoid func-
tion (solid line), saturating at ±χ̃icpt. χ̃c ≈ 0
when ‘close’ to the trajectory, and saturates at
χ̃c = ±χ̃icpt when farther away.

where χ̃icpt represents the intercept angle at large
cross distance. The helmsman behavior relative to
a straight line course χs = 0 is

χc = σ(ys) (3)

For intercepting and tracking a trajectory, the
helmsman behavior is relative to the desired tra-
jectory. The helmsman behavior is expressed by
formulating the commanded course χc in terms of
χs, and ys. In that case expression (3) becomes

χ̃c
∆= χc − χs = σ(ys) (4)

Therefore, the helmsman behavior in trajectory
tracking is

χc(ys, χs) = σ(ys) + χs (5)

Two aspects of the helmsman behavior deter-
mine the ‘aggressiveness’ of the intercept: the maxi-
mum intercept angle, and the ‘lead-distance’ or slope
dσ/dys. One possible function is the arctan func-
tion, which allows an easy interpretation of this
’lead-distance’, similar to the ‘line-of-sight’ guidance
ideas. Another possible candidate is a sigmoidal
function, figure(2), saturating at χ̃icpt = ±30o for
large ys. For good path following performance it is
essential to focus on these convergence properties.
Heuristic course-trackers exist that obtain both effi-
ciency and high precision, while taking advantage of
maximum vehicle performance. To ensure smooth
and fast convergence, the signal ˙̃χc(ys, VC , χ̃) can
be determined iteratively, based on relative location,
orientation, and aircraft bank performance. This is
valuable for example in UAV retrieval or autoland
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phase. The helmsman functions suggested in this
paper generally can not obtain the same convergence
performance without specific tuning. However, they
are well suited for more general trajectories using a
minimum of heuristics and are robust with respect
to wind and turbulence.

In the following, it is assumed that the wind
{Vw, χw} are known (estimated), the airspeed Va
and altitude remain approximately constant, bank
angle command following performs well and fast rel-
ative to path-changes of ±30o, and the commanded
path will be mild enough to prevent extreme wind-
up of path-following integral action due to roll-rate
and saturation limits. The latter is a temporary as-
sumption, hedging of the commanded heading rate
will be implemented later. Let the ideal course con-
vergence dynamics be specified as follows

d

dt
χ(t) = ν(χ, χc) (6)

where ‘pseudo-control’ ν refers to the ‘tracking-
servo’ control law. Defined in terms relative to the
trajectory

d

dt
{χ− χs} = ν(χ− χs, χc − χs)

⇔
d

dt
χ̃ = ν(χ̃, χ̃c) (7)

The guidance law then is based on desired tracking
dynamics by design of the pseudo control ν. In this
work we consider the design:

ν(χ, χc)
∆= χ̇c+ kp(χc−χ)+ ki

∫ t

0

(χc−χ) dτ (8)

in terms of the course relative to the desired path
expression(7), this becomes

ν(χ− χs, χc − χs) = (χ̇c − χ̇s) +

kp(χc − χs − χ+ χs) +

ki

∫ t

0

(χc − χs − χ+ χs) dτ

equivalently

ν(χ̃, χ̃c) = ˙̃χc + kp(χ̃c − χ̃) + ki

∫ t

0

(χ̃c − χ̃) dτ

Herein χ̃c = χc − χs denotes the commanded
relative course based on the helmsman behavior,
equation(5), displayed in figure(2) and defined by

σ(ys) = χ̃icpt
e−a ys/2 − 1

e−a ys/2 + 1

where a > 0 is a design variable such that a χ̃icpt
represents the slope dσ/dys at ys = 0 (compare to a
derivative gain). Therefore, the derivative signal χ̇c
is constructed as

χ̇c =
d

dt
σ(ys)

= σys

dys
dt

= σys
VC sin(χ̃)

where

σys

∆=
d

dys
σ(ys) = −a χ̃icpt

e−ays/2

(e−ays/2 + 1)2

The closed loop dynamics according to expression(7)
then are

˙̃χ = σys
VC sin(χ̃) + kp(χ̃c − χ̃) + ki

∫ t

0

(χ̃c − χ̃) dτ

These closed loop tracking dynamics can be inter-
preted as

∆χ̇+ kp∆χ+ ki

∫ t

0

∆χdτ = ∆ex

where ∆χ ∆= χ̃c − χ̃, and ∆ex represents the ef-
fects of approximations and external perturbations.
Formal convergence proofs can be constructed using
Lyapunov-type analysis [3, 16].

In a coordinated turn, the bank angle is kinemat-
ically related to the turn rate as

tan(φ) =
Vc
g
ψ̇ (9)

with the approximation ψ̇ ≈ χ̇, the commanded turn
rate is mapped to a commanded bank angle as

φc = arctan(
Vc
g
ν) (10)

The commanded bank angle is limited to ±30o for
mild maneuvering and ±45o for more aggressive ma-
neuvers. The roll rate is limited to ±45o/s. A
straightforward PI control with a 5% settling time
of 3 seconds is used to construct the aileron signals.

4. PATH GEOMETRY AND

KINEMATICS

4.1. Problem description

We are interested in maneuvers that allow max-
imum exposure of a target. We refer to the re-
sults as ‘maneuvers’ because they are not necessar-
ily trimmed flight solutions. Rather, the resulting
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state trajectories are defined by observation geom-
etry and the fact that the aircraft maintains coor-
dinated flight. It is advantageous to approach the
maneuver from a pilot’s perspective, and find cor-
responding field-of-view patterns. Thomasson [1]
found analytic expressions for flight which result in
a constant line-of-sight pan angle based on assump-
tions like level flight, no wind, small alpha, &c. In
this work, we follow a similar development, and find
analytical expressions for camera angles and zoom
as function of yaw, yaw-rate, altitude, velocity, and
wind-velocity, including the possibility of using a
nonzero side slip angle [2]. Our objectives for study-
ing the maneuvers are:

1 Analytical expressions for path parameters, as
function of ‘clock-angle’.

2 Feedback mechanism of path parameters in a
Guidance algorithm (i.e. How does the UAV get
there? How does the UAV stay there?).

3 Target exposure assessment, and required cam-
era turret activity.

4 Minimization of heuristics in implementation.
To establish the problem of limited target exposure,
we first look at a circle in wind, a.k.a. ‘turn-about-
a-point’, i.e. given the maneuver we find the cor-
responding geometry. Next, we address the more
interesting problem of the wind ellipse, a.k.a. ‘turn-
on-a-pylon’ [17], where the observation geometry de-
fines the maneuver. In the wind ellipse, the wingtip
points at the target throughout the maneuver, but
the aircraft maintains coordinated flight. Finally, we
demonstrate the results and assess target exposure
in a ‘stand-off’ maneuver.

4.2. Gimbal Kinematics

The camera angles required to keep the target in
sight are based on aircraft pose (position and ori-
entation) and target location. Fig 3 presents the
geometry for pan, tilt, and zoom. A robust method

Fig. 3 Geometry for camera tilt angle κ, and
pan angle λ.

of determining the gimbal angles can be achieved by
using analytic expressions based on the four quad-

rant inverse tangent function. Using the relative
position and aircraft attitude information:

1 The normalized line-of-sight is given by the rel-
ative position of aircraft and target:

l̂os|e =
[xtgt, ytgt, ztgt]

T
e − [xac, yac, zac]

T
e

|[xtgt, ytgt, ztgt]T − [xac, yac, zac]T |

2 Find the normalized line-of-sight vector ex-
pressed in the aircraft body frame,

[ x̂los, ŷlos, ẑlos ]Tb = bTe(φ, θ, ψ) l̂os|e

3 Find κ using the LOS components in the body
frame as κ = ATAN2(ẑlos, x̂los).

4 Find λ using the LOS components in the body

frame as λ = ATAN2
(
ŷlos,

√
x̂2
los + ẑ2

los

)
.

4.3. Camera Angle Limit Problem Demonstration

Figs(4), and(5) indicate the effect of gimbal angle
saturation in a circular orbit with wind. The camera
tilt angle saturates at time t ≈ 75 s and onwards.
To reduce the target out-of-sight problem, we wish
to find the trajectory that maintains the geometry
between vehicle and target constant. Two possible
scenarios are considered, both assuming coordinated
flight:

1 Maintaining constant tilt-angle, equivalent to
maintaining a constant angle between xb axis
and line-of-sight. (e.g. keep target at two-o’-
clock)

2 Maintaining both tilt- and pan-angle constant.
This will require changes in altitude and/or air-
speed.

An example of the second maneuver is orienting the
wingtip at the target throughout the orbit. For
target observation this maneuver may have the ad-
vantage of added camera stability due to the larger
inertia about the xb axis and the natural aerody-
namic damping in roll.

4.4. Constant Line-of-Sight Tilt Angle

Using similar reasoning as Ref [1], but allowing for
wind in arbitrary direction ψw, with angular position
determined by ‘bearing from the target’ or ‘clock-
angle’ ψp, and the relative position of the target
measured from the xb–axis clock-wise ζ. Hence, ζ
is from the pilot’s perspective, ζ = 60o corresponds
to a pilot having the target at his/her two-o’-clock
position. The expression for the change in radius as
a function of the relative position is:

dr

dψp
= r

−Vacζ − Vwcψ−ψw+ζ

Vasζ + Vwsψ−ψw+ζ
(11)

which can be expressed in terms of ψp with the re-
lation

ψp = ζ + ψ − π (12)
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Fig. 4 Flight trajectory of 1.5 mins, with initial
aircraft heading North, Vw = 10[m/s], and Va ≈
25[m/s].
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Fig. 5 Corresponding Gimbal-angles. The bank-
angle requirements are reflected in the require-
ments on the pan-angle necessary for target cap-
ture. However, the most stringent requirements
are placed on the tilt-angle capabilities. The last
20 seconds of the κ time history displays that
the wind-correction requires a κ beyond the tilt-
range. The effects of turbulence are also more
pronounced in the κ channel (associated with
pitch motion) than in the λ channel (roll).

The associated trigonometric relations

cψ−ψw+ζ = −cψp
cψw

− sψp
sψw

sψ−ψw+ζ = cψp
sψw

− sψp
cψw

allow the expression:

dr

dψp
= r

−Vacζ + Vw(cψp
cψw

+ sψp
sψw

)

Vasζ + Vw(cψp
sψw

− sψp
cψw

)
(13)

The special case where the target remains ‘under’
the wingtip throughout the maneuver, ζ = π

2 , can
be presented as:

dr

dψp
= r

Vw(cψp
cψw

+ sψp
sψw

)

Va − Vw(sψp
cψw

− cψp
sψw

)
(14)

The radius of the orbit can be found by integration
of equation(13). For ζ < π

2 this requires numerical
integration, for the special case ζ = π

2 the result is

r(ψp) = r0
Va + Vwsψw

Va − Vwsψp−ψw

(15)

where r0 = r(ψp = 0) is the radius directly North
of the target. Eqn 15 represents an elliptical or-
bit that maintains the wingtip in the direction of,
though not necessarily pointed directly at, the tar-
get. Hence, it results in a constant camera tilt-angle
κ, with pan-angle depending on the vehicle bank-
angle. To maintain a relative angle ζ < π

2 requires
a spiral trajectory towards the target, Ref [1].

Fig. 6 Elliptical orbit for ζ = 90o, equation(15),
and spiral trajectory in wind from numeric inte-
gration of equation(13) with ζ = 85o. Target at
origin. Va = 25 m/s, Vw = 10 m/s from 045 deg.

The minimum radius in the elliptical orbit is re-
lated to r0 by

rmin = r0
Va + VW

Va + VW sψW

In terms of the minimum radius, the path can be
expressed as

r(ψP ) = rmin
Va + VW

Va − VW sψP −ψW

(16)

where the minimum radius occurs at ψP |rmin
=

ψW + π/2 when flying clockwise about the tar-
get. The ground speed is maximum at this point,
Vc = Va + VW . Hence, given a maximum bank an-
gle, φmax, the minimum possible radius is

rmin =
(Va + VW )2

g tφmax
(17)

The course in the elliptical orbit is

χ(ψP ) = arctan

(
VW cψW

+ VacψP −ζ

−VasψP −ζ − VW sψW

)
(18)
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From this expression, the commanded course for
wingtip at target, i.e. ζ = π/2, is constructed as

χc(ψP ) = arctan

(
VW cψW

− VasψP

−VacψP
− VW sψW

)
(19)

Expressions (16), (17), and (19) can all be updated
as wind speed and direction estimates become avail-
able.
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Fig. 7 Approaching the target on a course of
270o, with wind 045o@10m/s. The information
used to commence the orbit capture is distance
to target, d ≤ 2r0 where r0 = 500 m is the distance
North of target. The minimum radius is related
to r0 as given by equation(17). The path param-
eters ys and ψs are determined by equations(16),
and (19).

4.5. Constant Tilt and Pan Angle

In this section we allow the altitude to change,
such that we can operate the aircraft at ‘pivotal al-
titude’ [17] to maintain the wingtip on the target.
A simple altitude controller is used that feeds back
altitude error to the engine power setting.

4.6. Wind Estimate

The path following algorithm is independent of
wind and heading information. However, the con-
stant line-of-sight path geometry requires knowledge
of local wind information. The field-of-view is robust
enough to allow approximate solutions, relying on
wind speed and direction estimates. Hence, the re-
maining objective here is to estimate the wind speed
and direction.

The airspeed Va is measured with airdata instru-
ments, the ground speed VC and course χ are mea-
sured by GPS, and wind speed Vw and direction ψw
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Fig. 8 Bank angle and relative course time his-
tories corresponding to figure(7). Noise is due
to Dryden moderate turbulence modeling and an
aggressive bank angle control law.
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Key result of elliptical maneuver:
camera remains approximately at
90 deg tilt throughout maneuver.

Fig. 9 Camera gimbal angles corresponding to
figure(7). The key result of this maneuver is the
aircraft orientation is such that the wingtip is
aimed at the target throughout the maneuver.

are related to to the aircraft heading, ψ as

Va = Vccψ−χ − Vwcψ−ψw

0 = Vcsψ−χ − Vwsψ−ψw

where ca is short hand for cos(a) &c. If the wind
speed and direction are considered constant (slowly
varying), then the wind speed and direction can
be considered as ‘unknown initial conditions’ and
obtained by means of an observer. In case the
heading of the aircraft is not directly available the
unknown aircraft heading, wind speed, and direc-
tion is an ‘unobservable’ problem. In that case it is
still possible to find and/or update an estimate of
the wind speed, direction, and aircraft heading by
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an occasional course reversal maneuver and batch
data processing. The following proceeds as if the
aircraft heading is in fact known. In that case a non-
linear observer may be constructed to estimate the
wind direction and speed. Some results are shown
in Figs(15), (16), (17), and (18).
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Fig. 12 ‘Pivotal altitude’ and actual altitude
time histories corresponding to figure(10). Alti-
tude (flight path) is controlled with throttle.
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figure(15). The aircraft is exposed to Dryden
moderate turbulence and an aggressive bank an-
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tion of wind direction ψ̂W corresponding to the
second minute of flight in figure(15). The air-
craft experiences a windshift from ψW = 90o to
ψW = 135o.
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